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At an April 30 press conference, Senator Arlen
Specter was asked by a reporter, within the context
of human cloning, when life begins.
Senator Specter replied, “I haven’t found it helpful
to get into the details.”

Fertilization vs. Cloning (somatic cell nuclear transfer)

Conceptualization of “Therapeutic Cloning”

Therapeutic Cloning Unsuccessful

“Our results
raise the
provocative
possibility that
even genetically
matched cells
derived by
therapeutic
cloning may
still face
barriers to
effective
transplantation
for some
disorders.”
W.M. Rideout et al.,
“Correction of a
genetic defect by
nuclear transplantation
and combined cell and
gene therapy,” Cell
Immediate Early
Publication, published
online March 8, 2002

ACT experiment with cloned cow tissues

Quotes regarding “therapeutic cloning”
• “[John] Gearhart [of Johns Hopkins University] also says that many
scientists ‘feel there are ways of getting around [the rejection
problem] without the nuclear transfer paradigm.’ ”
Constance Holden, “Would cloning ban affect stem cells?”, Science 293, 1025; Aug 10, 2001

• “[T]he poor availability of human oocytes, the low efficiency of the
nuclear transfer procedure, and the long population-doubling time of
human ES cells make it difficult to envision this [therapeutic cloning]
becoming a routine clinical procedure…”
Odorico JS, Kaufman DS, Thomson JA, “Multilineage differentiation from human
embryonic stem cell lines,” Stem Cells 19, 193-204; 2001

• “Moreover, because therapeutic cloning requires the creation and
disaggregation ex utero of blastocyst stage embryos, this technique
raises complex ethical questions.”
“CRNT [cell replacement through nuclear transfer, a.k.a. therapeutic
cloning] requires the deliberate creation and disaggregation of a
human embryo.”
Robert P. Lanza, Arthur L. Caplan, Lee M. Silver, Jose B. Cibelli, Michael D. West, Ronald
M. Green; "The ethical validity of using nuclear transfer in human transplantation"; The
Journal of the American Medical Association 284, 3175-3179; Dec 27, 2000.

“Cloning Unnecessary and Obsolete”
--leading embryonic stem cell expert
• Alan Trounson, Australian embryonic stem cell expert and a leader in
the field worldwide, says that stem cell research has advanced so
rapidly in the past few months that therapeutic cloning is now
unnecessary. “My view is there are at least three or four other
alternatives that are more attractive already,” he said.
Trounson abandoned his call for therapeutic cloning, saying scientific
breakthroughs mean there is now no need for the controversial
technique.
Professor Trounson said therapeutic cloning faced logistical problems,
and that other techniques were showing great promise and offered
better options. “I can't see why, then, you would argue for
therapeutic cloning in the long term because it is so difficult to get
eggs and you've got this issue of (destroying) embryos as well.”
“Stem-cell cloning not needed, says scientist”, The Age (Melbourne), pg. 2, July 29, 2002;
“Stem-cell research outpaces cloning”, The Australian, pg. 3, July 29, 2002;
“Therapeutic cloning no longer necessary: expert”, AAP Newsfeed, July 29, 2002

Derivation of Embryonic Stem Cells
Method patented
U.S. patent held by Univ. Wisconsin

Purported Advantages:
1) Proliferate indefinitely
2) Form any tissue

Promises, Premises, and Published Data…
Claims for embryonic stem cells unsubstantiated
Current and potential embryonic stem cell problems:
• No current clinical treatments
• Few successes in animal models
• Difficulty in obtaining pure cultures in the dish
• Difficult to establish and maintain
• Problem of immune rejection
• Potential for tumor formation
• Genomic instability

Adult stem cells show pluripotent capacity
Adult stem cells from bone marrow can form all body tissues
--Jiang Y et al.; “Pluripotency of mesenchymal stem cells derived from adult marrow”; Nature
418, 41-49; 4 July 2002 (published online 20 June 2002)
--Schwartz RE et al.; “Multipotent adult progenitor cells from bone marrow differentiate into functional
hepatocyte-like cells”; Journal of Clinical Investigation 109,1291–1302; May 2002
--Zhao L-R et al.; “Human bone marrow stem cells exhibit neural phenotypes and ameliorate neurological
deficits after grafting into the ischemic brain of rats”, Experimental Neurology 174, 11-20; 2002.
--Reyes M et al.; “Origin of endothelial progenitors in human postnatal bone marrow”; Journal of Clinical
Investigation 109, 337-346; Feb 2002.
--Reyes M et al.; “Purification and ex vivo expansion of postnatal human marrow mesodermal progenitor
cells”; Blood 98, 2615-2625; Nov 1, 2001

Patients receiving hematopoietic stem cell transplant; stem cells also formed liver,
skin, digestive tract.
--Körbling MK et al.; “Hepatocytes and epithelial cells of donor origin in recipients of peripheral-blood stem
cells”; New England Journal of Medicine 346, 738-746; March 7, 2002

A single adult mouse bone marrow stem cell can form functional marrow, blood
cells, liver, lung, gastrointestinal tract, skin, heart and skeletal muscle.
--Krause DS et al.; “Multi-Organ, Multi-Lineage Engraftment by a Single Bone Marrow-Derived Stem Cell”;
Cell 105, 369-377; May 4, 2001

Adult stem cells from brain can grow into a wide variety of organs—heart, lung,
intestine, kidney, liver, nervous system, muscle, and other tissues.
--Clarke et al.; “Generalized potential of adult neural stem cells”; Science 288, 1660-1663, June 2, 2000.

Adult stem cells can multiply almost indefinitely,
providing numbers sufficient for clinical treatments
--Jiang Y et al.; “Pluripotency of mesenchymal stem cells derived from adult marrow”;
Nature 418, 41-49; 4 July 2002 (published online 20 June 2002)
--Schwartz RE et al.; “Multipotent adult progenitor cells from bone marrow differentiate into
functional hepatocyte-like cells”; Journal of Clinical Investigation 109,1291–1302; May 2002
--Shi S et al.; "Bone formation by human postnatal bone marrow stromal stem cells is
enhanced by telomerase expression"; Nature Biotechnology 20, 587-591; June 2002
--Simonsen JL et al.; "Telomerase expression extends the proliferative life-span and
maintains the osteogenic potential of human bone marrow stromal cells"; Nature
Biotechnology 20, 592-596; June 2002
--Neildez-Nguyen TMA et al.; “Human erythroid cells produced ex vivo at large scale
differentiate into red blood cells in vivo”; Nature Biotechnology 20, 467-472; May 2002

--Zhao S et al.; “JAK2, complemented by a second signal from c-kit or flt-3, triggers
extensive self-renewal of primary multipotential hemopoietic cells”; EMBO J 21, 2159-2167;
May 1, 2002

--Antonchuk J et al.; “HOXB4-induced expansion of adult hematopoietic stem cells ex vivo”;
Cell 109, 39-45; April 5, 2002

--Reyes M et al.; “Purification and ex vivo expansion of postnatal human marrow
mesodermal progenitor cells”; Blood 98, 2615-2625; Nov 1, 2001
--Krause DS; “Multipotent human cells expand indefinitely”, Blood 98, 2595; Nov 1, 2001

Adult stem cells effective treating animal models of disease
Stroke—Adult bone marrow stem cells or umbilical cord blood stem cells, even delivered
intravenously to brain tissue which has suffered stroke damage in rats, provide therapeutic benefit
after stroke. The cells appeared to “home” to sites of damage.
--Zhao L-R et al.; “Human bone marrow stem cells exhibit neural phenotypes and ameliorate neurological
deficits after grafting into the ischemic brain of rats”, Experimental Neurology 174, 11-20; 2002.
--Chen J et al.; “Intravenous administration of human umbilical cord blood reduces behavioral deficits after
stroke in rats”; Stroke 32, 2682-2688; November 2001

Heart Damage—Bone marrow stem cells injected into heart, blood stream, or “mobilized” from
the bone marrow, repair damage after heart attack.
--Toma C et al.; “Human Mesenchymal Stem Cells Differentiate to a Cardiomyocyte Phenotype in the Adult
Murine Heart”; Circulation. 105, 93-98; Jan 1/8, 2002
--Orlic D et al., “Mobilized bone marrow cells repair the infarcted heart, improving function and survival”;
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA 98, 10344-10349, August 28, 2001.
--Jackson KA et al.; “Regeneration of ischemic cardiac muscle and vascular endothelium by adult stem
cells”; Journal of Clinical Investigation 107, 1395-1402; June 2001
--Orlic D et al.; “Bone marrow cells regenerate infarcted myocardium”; Nature 410, 701-705; April 5, 2001

Adult Stem Cells

Several labs—adult stem cells capable of re-growth and
reconnection in spinal cord injury, allowing functional
recovery. They "promote functional recovery of paraplegic
adult rats and long-distance motor axon regeneration in their
completely transected [severed] spinal cords," and showed
"dramatic functional improvement and anatomical repair"
(Ramon-Cueto et al.; 2000).
Transplanted adult stem cells or stimulation of existing
cells achieved re-growth of neurons and re-myelination
(sheathing) of neurons.
*Hofstetter CP et al., “Marrow stromal cells form guiding strands in the injured
spinal cord and promote recovery”, Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 99, 2199-2204; Feb 19,
2002
*M. Sasaki et al., "Transplantation of an acutely isolated bone marrow fraction
repairs demyelinated adult rat spinal cord axons," Glia 35, 26-34; July 2001
*A. Ramon-Cueto et al., "Functional recovery of paraplegic rats and motor axon
regeneration in their spinal cords by olfactory ensheathing glia," Neuron 25, 425-435;
Feb 2000.
*M.S. Ramer et al.; "Functional regeneration of sensory axons into the adult spinal
cord," Nature 403, 312-316; Jan 20, 2000.
*Shihabuddin et al.; "Adult spinal cord stem cells generate neurons after
transplantation in the adult dentate gyrus," J Neurosci 20, 8727-8735; Dec 2000.
*Barnett et al.; "Identification of a human olfactory ensheathing cell that can effect
transplant-mediated remyelination of demyelinated CNS axons," Brain 123, 15811588, Aug 2000
*A. Ramon-Cueto et al., "Long-distance axonal regeneration in the transected adult
rat spinal cord is promoted by olfactory ensheathing glial transplants,” J Neurosci 18,
3803-3815; May 15, 1998

Spinal Cord Injury
Embryonic Stem Cells

McDonald et al. showed some
functional improvement in rats
with spinal cord injury, slightly
better than no treatment alone.
Liu et al. and Brüstle et al.
showed that ES cells could form
protective myelin sheaths around
nerves in rats with spinal cord
injury, but they did not show or
test for any functional recovery
of the animals.
*J.W. McDonald et al., "Transplanted
embryonic stem cells survive, differentiate
and promote recovery in injured rat spinal
cord," Nature Medicine 12, 1410-1412, Dec
1999
*S. Liu et al., "Embryonic stem cells
differentiate into oligodendrocytes and
myelinate in culture and after spinal cord
transplantation," Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA
97, 6126-6131; May 23, 2000
*O. Brüstle et al., "Embryonic Stem CellDerived Glial Precursers: A Source of
Myelinating Transplants," Science 285, 754756, July 30, 1999

Diabetes
Adult Stem Cells

Embryonic Stem Cells

Scientists “retrained” immune cells to reverse diabetes in
mice. The autoimmunity that was previously directed
against insulin-secreting cells was reversed, and adult stem
cells in the mice formed insulin-secreting cells. The
treatment was “…thus able to effect an apparent cure of
established Type 1 diabetes in the [diabetic] mouse”.
*S. Ryu et al.; "Reversal of established autoimmune diabetes by restoration

Researchers reported the
conversion of mouse
embryonic stem cells into
insulin producing pancreatic
islet cells. The mouse
embryonic stem cells secreted
only 1/50th the normal amount
of insulin, and diabetic mice
implanted with the cells still
died.
*N. Lumelsky et al.; "Differentiation of

of endogenous ß cell function,” J. Clin. Invest. 108, 63-72; July 2001

Liver or pancreatic adult stem cells grown in culture
formed insulin-secreting islets. When injected into diabetic
mice, the mice survived without further need of insulin
injections.
*Abraham et al.; “Insulinotropic hormone glucagon-like peptide-1
differentiation of human pancreatic islet-derived progenitor cells into
insulin-producing cells”; Endocrinology 143, 3152-3161; Aug 2002
*Yang L et al.; “In vitro trans-differentiation of adult hepatic stem cells into
pancreatic endocrine hormone-producing cells”; Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences USA, Online Early Edition;
10.1073/pnas.122210699; June 4, 2002
*Peck A et al.; “Use of in vitro–generated, stem cell–derived islets to cure
type 1 diabetes. How close are we?”; Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci. 958, 59-68; 2002.
*V.K. Ramiya et al.; "Reversal of insulin-dependent diabetes using islets
generated in vitro from pancreatic stem cells," Nature Medicine 6, 278-282,
March 2000.

embryonic stem cells to insulin-secreting
structures similar to pancreatic islets,"
Science 292, 1389-1394; May 18, 2001

Parkinson’s Disease Embryonic Stem Cells
Adult Stem Cells
Injection of growth protein into brains of Parkinson’s rats NIH researchers used gene
caused their neural stem cells to grow, migrate to damage, engineering to enrich mouse ES
and begin to replace missing nerve cells. 80% of rats
cells for dopamine neurons.
showed a benefit, with no tumor formation.
Injected into Parkinson’s rats
J. Fallon et al.; "In vivo induction of massive proliferation,directed
gave some benefit up to 8 weeks
migration, and differentiation of neural cells in the adult mammalian
after injection.
brain," Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 97, 14686-14691; December 19, 2000
A Chicago Rush Hospital team identified the signal to
turn brain stem cells into dopamine neurons, and grafted
the cells into brains of Parkinson’s rats, effectively curing
the rats’ severe Parkinson symptoms.
Experimental Biology meeting, New Orleans, April 2002

An Emory University group implanted retinal cells into
brains of advanced Parkinson’s patients, improving their
motor function by 50%.
American Academy of Neurology conference, Denver, April 18, 2002

Using the patient’s own adult neural stem cells, a group at
Los Angeles Cedars-Sinai Medical Center reports a total
reversal of symptoms in the first Parkinson’s patient
treated.
American Association of Neurological Surgeons meeting, April 8, 2002

J-H Kim et al.; “Dopamine neurons
derived from embryonic stem cells
function in an animal model of Parkinson’s
disease”; Nature 418, 50-56; July 4, 2002
(published online June 20, 2002)

Parkinson’s rats injected with
embryonic stem cells showed a
modest benefit for just over 50%
of the rats, but one-fifth (20%) of
the rats died of brain tumors
caused by the embryonic stem
cells.
L.M. Bjorklund et al.; "Embryonic stem
cells develop into functional dopaminergic
neurons after transplantation in a
Parkinson rat model,“ Proc. Natl. Acad.
Sci.USA 99, 2344-2349; Feb 19, 2002
(published online Jan 8, 2002)

Bone marrow stem cells formed neurons; delayed neurodegenerative disease.
Jin HK et al.; “Intracerebral transplantation of mesenchymal stem cells into acid sphingomyelinase–
deficient mice delays the onset of neurological abnormalities and extends their life span”; J. Clin. Invest.
109;1183–1191; May 2002

Bone marrow forming blood vessels and neurons in brain.
Hess DC et al.; “Bone Marrow as a Source of Endothelial Cells and NeuN-Expressing Cells After Stroke”;
Stroke 33,1362-1368; May 2002

Neural stem cells from brain can form functionally all neuronal types.
Song H-j et al.; “Neural stem cells from adult hippocampus develop essential properties of functional CNS
neurons”; Nature Neuroscience Published online: DOI: 10.1038/nn844; 15 April 2002,

Adult neural stem cells can functionally integrate into the circuitry of the brain
Carlen M et al.; “Functional integration of adult-born neurons”; Current Biology 12, 606-608; April 2,
2002

Adult stem cells from fat can form nerves
Researchers from Duke University and Artecel transformed adult stem cells from liposuctioned fat into
neuronal cells. The cells showed marked transformation within 3 hours of induction. Stem cells from fat
may represent an alternative source of cells capable of neuronal differentiation, potentially enhancing their
usefulness in the treatment of neurological disease.
*Safford KM et al.; “Neurogenic differentiation of murine and human adipose-derived stromal cells”;
Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communications 294, 371–379; May 31, 2002

Transplanted adult stem cells achieved re-growth of neurons in spinal cord
Hofstetter CP et al., “Marrow stromal cells form guiding strands in the injured spinal cord and promote
recovery”, Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 99, 2199-2204; Feb 19, 2002

Adult bone marrow stem cells can form blood vessels
University of Florida scientists gave mice transplants of purified, genetically-engineered bone marrow stem
cells; newly formed vessels could be tracked because they glowed green. In some experiments a single
adult stem cell was transplanted. “Everything that glowed green in those animals, therefore, came from a
single cell,” said Edward Scott, one of the researchers. “That was our formal proof that it was indeed a
blood stem cell that was making these blood vessels.” “We're hoping we'll someday learn how to get your
own stem cells to respond on their own and repair vascular damage, whether it's caused by a heart attack or
the circulatory problems associated with diabetes,” Scott said.
*Grant MB et al.; “Adult hematopoietic stem cells provide functional hemangioblast activity during retinal
neovascularization”; Nature Medicine 8, 607-612; June 2002

Adult muscle stem cells form multiple tissues; regenerate dystrophic muscle
Scientists at the University of Pittsburgh and in Germany have isolated adult muscle stem cells that can
grow for long periods in culture, and can transform into muscle, neural tissue, and blood vessels. The
transformations could be accomplished both in the lab dish as well as in experimental mice, without
immune rejection. The cells improved muscle regeneration in mouse models of muscular dystrophy.
*Qu-Petersen Z et al.; “Identification of a novel population of muscle stem cells in mice: potential for
muscle regeneration”; Journal of Cell Biology (on-line publication) doi: 10.1083/jcb.200108150; May
2002.

Bone marrow into functional lung cells.
*Kotton DN et al.; “Bone marrow-derived cells as progenitors of lung alveolar epithelium”; Development
128, 5181-5188; Dec, 2001

Adult bone marrow stem cells form functional liver and kidney cells
*Forbes SJ et al.; “Hepatic and renal differentiation from blood-borne stem cells”; Gene Therapy 9, 625630; May, 2002

Adult liver stem cells make pancreatic cells, reverse hyperglycemia in diabetic mice
University of Florida researchers transformed highly purified adult liver stem cells into pancreatic
cells. The cells self-assemble in culture to form 3-dimensional islet structures, express pancreatic
genes, produce pancreatic hormones, and secrete insulin. When implanted into diabetic mice, the
transformed cells reversed their hyperglycemia in 10 days. Dr. Ammon Peck, one of the team
leaders, said “Adult stem cells appear to offer great promise for the production of an almost unlimited
supply of insulin-producing cells and islets of Langerhans... The ability to grow insulin-producing
cells from liver stem cells shows the remarkable potential of adult stem cells for future cell therapy.”
*Yang L et al.; “In vitro trans-differentiation of adult hepatic stem cells into pancreatic endocrine
hormone-producing cells”; Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA, Online Early
Edition; 10.1073/pnas.122210699; June 4, 2002

Adult bone marrow stem cells rescue retinal degeneration, prevent blindness
Bone marrow stem cells were injected into the eyes of mice which show retinal degeneration. The
cells rescued the mice from retinal degeneration by promoting blood vessel growth.
*Otani A et al.; “Bone marrow-derived stem cells target retinal astrocytes and can promote or inhibit
retinal angiogenesis”; Nature Medicine published online 29 July 2002; doi:10.1038/nm744

Adult stem cells more effective than embryonic stem cells
Blood forming stem cells (HSCs) can restore blood formation following transplantation into immune
deficient hosts. Swedish researchers used gene therapy to add a growth gene to embryonic stem cells
to get adequate growth in culture. However, “HSCs of early embryonic origin, including those
derived from differentiated embryonic stem cells, are inefficient in engrafting adult recipients upon
transplantation.” Adding the gene, Lhx2, to adult bone marrow stem cells allowed unlimited adult cell
growth, which could efficiently rescue immune compromised mice and generate all blood cells.
*Pinto do Ó P et al., “Hematopoietic progenitor/stem cells immortalized by Lhx2 generate functional
hematopoietic cells in vivo”; Blood 99, 3939-3946; 1 June 2002

Adult Skin Cells Reprogrammed Without Cloning
A team of scientists from Norway has succeeded in coaxing one type of adult cell to behave like a
completely different type of adult cell. The scientists made human skin cells behave as if they were
immune system cells, by bathing the skin cells in extracts of the immune cells. In other work, they
induced skin cells to behave as if they were nerve cells.
“We can take a skin cell from your body and turn it directly into a cell type that you need to treat a
particular disease,” said Dr. Philippe Collas. The technique being developed would allow skin cells
from a patient to be turned directly into other types of cells without having to revert first to an
embryonic state and without needing women's eggs. They told Reuters, “That's the beauty of our
system -- we are not working with embryos or dealing with stem cells at all. You get around all these
issues. It would be a one-day procedure, in principal. The patient would come in and give a skin
biopsy to the lab to reprogram and the day after you could put the cells back into the patient.” From a
clinical perspective, approaches based on this technology would allow replacement cells to be
generated that are compatible with a patient's immune system, without the ethical problems of
generating or destroying embryos.
*Håkelien AM et al.; “Reprogramming fibroblasts to express T-cell functions using cell extracts”;
Nature Biotechnology 20, 460-466; May 2002

Using Adult Stem Cells Within the Brain to Repair Stroke Damage
Swedish scientists have found that neural stem cells in the brain can be stimulated to grow and
migrate to sites of damage after stroke.
Arvidsson A et al.; “Neuronal replacement from endogenous precursors in the adult brain after
stroke”; Nature Medicine published online; Aug 5, 2002

Current Clinical Uses of Adult Stem Cells
• Cancers—Lymphomas, multiple myeloma, leukemias, breast cancer,
neuroblastoma, renal cell carcinoma, ovarian cancer
• Autoimmune diseases—multiple sclerosis, systemic lupus
erythematosus, juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, rheumatoid arthritis,
scleroderma, scleromyxedema, Crohn’s disease
• Anemias (incl. sickle cell anemia)
• Immunodeficiencies—including first successful human gene therapy
• Bone and cartilage deformities—treating children with osteogenesis
imperfecta
• Corneal scarring-generation of new corneas to restore sight
• Stroke—neural cell implants in clinical trials
• Repairing cardiac tissue after heart attack—bone marrow or
muscle stem cells from patient
• Parkinson’s—patients treated with own adult neural stem cells or
retinal stem cells
• Skin—grafts; growth from hair follicle stem cells, after plucking a
few hairs from patient

The Developmental “Tree”

Concept of adult stem cells circulating between various organs
for repair and maintenance of tissues

Adult Stem Cells
More promising alternative for treatments
Vast biomedical potential
Able to generate virtually all adult tissues
Can multiply almost indefinitely, providing
numbers sufficient for clinical treatments
Proven success in laboratory culture
Proven success in animal models of disease
Proven success in current clinical treatments
www.stemcellresearch.org

Avoid problems with tumor formation
Avoid problems with transplant rejection
Avoid ethical quandary

